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History of health insurance in the U.S.

Only developed country to rely on employer provided insurance market - why?

�. Stabalization act of 1942 (wages frozen but not bene�ts)

�. Tax exemption for insurance expenditures (1954)
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Current policy

�. Increasingly reliant on private market, even for public insurance programs,
where adverse selection is most salient

�. Health insurance exchanges
�. Individual mandate
�. Premium and cost-sharing subsidies
�. Insurer subsidies
�. Medicaid expansion
�. Risk adjustment
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https://www.cms.gov/CCIIO/Programs-and-Initiatives/Health-Insurance-Marketplaces/index.html
https://www.healthcare.gov/fees/fee-for-not-being-covered/
http://www.kff.org/health-reform/issue-brief/explaining-health-care-reform-questions-about-health/
http://www.kff.org/health-reform/issue-brief/explaining-health-care-reform-risk-adjustment-reinsurance-and-risk-corridors/
https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Health-Plans/MedicareAdvtgSpecRateStats/Downloads/RTC-Dec2018.pdf


Current debate

�. Individual mandate went to the supreme court, as did the (originally)
mandatory Medicaid expansion

�. Penalty for individual mandate has since been reduced to $0 (so really no
mandate anymore).

�. Trump administration refused to pay cost-sharing subsidies
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Common questions

�. Why so much opposition to the ACA?
�. Why repeal the existing provisions in the ACA that cover pre-existing

conditions?
�. What are the differences between employer-provided health care and health

care provided by the ACA?
�. Other than insurance, in what ways does the ACA affect health care?
�. How does the government support the ACA?
�. What are the problems with the ACA and what are the replacement options?

fun "medicare for all" dashboard
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http://shift.cidma.us/


In context

We motivated this entire section of the class with the example of Humana
withdrawing from the ACA exchanges. This example and our policy discussion
highlight at least four things:

�. Patient health has a major effect on insurer costs (we showed this with some
basic problems).

�. There is theoretically less available pro�t with a really sick patient pool (we
showed this too). Budget constraints compound this problem.

�. With community ratings, standard insurance market will leave some people
uninsured who are willing and able to purchase.

�. Lots of policy levers to address these issues, but the magnitude of each lever
is an empirical question.
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Some papers

Adverse Selection in Medicaid
New Risk-Adjustment System Was Associated With Reduced Favorable
Selection in Medicare Advantage
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https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/716464
https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.2011.1344


How to read a paper

Purpose (what are you trying to get out of this)

Understand policy environment, MA, risk adjustment
How did change in risk-adjustment affect enrollments?

Strategy (where to focus your energy)

Abstract, intro, skim other parts at �rst
Study results

In this case, reading for:

Policy environment
Main results 8 / 8


